Scavenger Hunt!
Let’s have some fun at Dorney Park! Here’s how to play:
Use street view in Google Maps or Google Earth to find the answers to the following
questions. All answers are based on what can be seen in street view, not what is in the park, in real
life, today. Submit your answers at https://forms.gle/mKuBERX6NfU9YXwc7
While in street view you can move around using the arrow keys, clicking on the image,
clicking on the map, or dragging the pegman to a new location. Some questions may require you to
view an object from a particular spot, so try different viewing angles. You can zoom in to read signs
and see far away objects. Here is a video that offers tips on using street view to complete the
scavenger hunt. https://youtu.be/lNUQ82_KTzc
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How many Hydra heads are on the main sign for Hydra: The Revenge?
What color mats are used on the Aqua Racer?
What is the gift shop for Possessed named?
What three fruits are pictured on the Soft Frozen Lemonade stands?
How many swan boats are being used by patrons?
What color are the fire hydrants throughout the park?
What ride is celebrating its 10th anniversary (as seen on banners)?
What is the name of the drive-in diner?
What is Grove #2 reserved for?
What common item is leaning against the back wall of the guest services building?
How many yellow “woodstock” birds adorn the station and sign for Woodstock Express?
What animal is airbrushed on Carlos’ t-shirt?
At what game can you win a sombrero?
What non-traditional animal can you ride on the Chance Carousel?
What name adorns jersey #6?
Who is the rightmost character (of 10) on the Planet Snoopy mural?
What ride building is adorned with hex signs?
Where should you “try a waffle cone”?
What eatery is “12 miles” from Road Rally?
What ride entrance is decorated with swiss cheese?
What pink item is the high striker employee holding?
The workmen near the Thunderhawk turnaround are using what tool?
Where can you “Check in” and “Freak Out”?
What ride does the Cannonball encircle?
What camp is visiting the park with a busload of kids today?

Entries must be received by Friday, June 26 at 3 a.m. EDT

